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TCM Disease Category
Tou Feng (Headache / Migraine)

Case Presentation


A 39-year-old female with a chief
complaint of migraines.



Secondary complaint: cluster headaches.
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History of Present Illness
Received diagnosis for chronic migraines
from neurologist 10 years ago.
 Headaches typically last 1-2 days.
 Patient experiences auras and shadows in
her visual field, nausea, dizziness, sensitivity
to light and noise.
 Pain all over, especially in temporal,
orbital and occipital regions.
 Pain usually does not occur in the same
location.


History of Present Illness
The quality of the pain is that of deep
pressure, as if her “brain is swelling and
going to explode.”
 According to the neurologist, the etiology
maybe hormonal.
 Tends to get a migraine approximately
one week before the start of her menses.
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History of Present Illness
She has tried several therapies, including
anti-convulsive medication, and Botox
injections in the neck, temples and
hairline.
 Botox provided some improvement, but
did not resolve the migraines.
 The patient was taking Tramadol for pain
as needed, but felt she was building up a
tolerance.


History of Present Illness
Currently using a copper IUD without
hormones for birth control.
 Usually experiences 1-2 migraines per
month.
 Other headaches – tension or cluster
headaches, from 4-7 days / week. They
vary in intensity and maybe digestion
related.
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Chinese Medical Diagnosis

TCM Diagnosis






Liver Qi Stagnation – Headache. Breast pain,
emotional and crying easily around cycle.
Fatigue, stress and depression (going through
a divorce).
Liver Blood Deficiency – Pale sides of tongue,
deficient pulse on left, vegetarian.
Liver yang Rising – headaches, tight upper
back, visual disturbance with headaches.
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TCM Diagnosis Continued






Blood Stagnation - Menstrual cycle with dark clots
and blood. Cold feet. Sublingual veins under
tongue distended and dusky tongue. Qi
stagnation eventually leads to blood stagnation.
Can be worsened or caused by surgeries like her
c-section and scar tissue removing endoscopies.
Heat in Heart / Upper Jiao – Poor quality of sleep,
rarely sleeps through the night, often waking
trouble falling back to get back to sleep,
headache, anxiety.
Wood Overacting on Earth, Spleen Qi Deficiency–
Constant gas and bloating worse with stress, loose
stools.

TCM Treatment Principle
Smooth the flow of qi
 Move blood
 Tonify blood
 Clear heat
 Guide yang + heat
back to the root
 Strengthen spleen
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Acupuncture

Acupuncture
Acupuncture has been proven to release
natural endorphins and opiates that
alleviate pain.
 The Cheng (2013) review article on the
neurobiological mechanisms of
acupuncture is a great resource
documenting this mechanism of action.
Cheng’s reference list is rich in citations for
those wanting to read more deeply.
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Acupuncture





Points to be stimulated until patient feels “da qi”
sensation. For example, tightness, heaviness,
achiness, warmth or tingling at the point.
Needling position - neutral.
Needle retention - 30-45 minutes.

Point Selection




Liver 3 – smooth the flow of liver qi, strengthen the
liver.
Lung 7 – open the ren, sea of yin, cooling and guides
the yang down to the root.
Ren 4 – grounding, anchor the yang at the lower dan
tien.

Acupuncture
Stomach 36 – strengthen digestion, descend qi.
Spleen 10 – build and move blood. Improve
menses and relieve headache.
 GB 21 – release tension in upper back, good for
occipital headaches, guides the qi downward.
 GB 20 – release tension in upper neck, treats
headaches, helps visual disturbance in migraines.
 Heart 8 – clear heat from the heart, benefit sleep,
calm the shen.
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Herbs










Tong Qiao Huo Xue Wan Formula (
)
“Unblock the Orifices and Invigorate
the Blood Decoction”
Evidence of the effectiveness of
Chuan Xiong and Bai Zhi for the
treatment of headaches are
demonstrated in the Shan (2018) and
Shu (2018) studies.
Chuan Xiong – move qi and blood
for headaches and menses.
Chi Shao – move blood, clears heat,
cools blood, purges liver fire.
Hong Hua – moves blood, benefits
menstruation.
Tao Ren – breaks up blood stagnation
for HA and cycle, lighter dose as she
has loose stools and this herb can
moisten the intestines.

Herbs








Shi Chang Pu – opens the
orifices, calms the shen,
harmonizes the middle jiao.
Sheng Jiang – warms the
middle jiao, benefits digestion,
harmonizes other herbs.
Bai Zhi – releases the exterior,
relieves pain in the head, helps
guide the formula to benefit
headache.
Dao Zao – strengthens the
spleen, increases qi, treats
loose stool, builds blood, calms
the shen, harmonizes other
herbs.
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Adjunctive Therapies


Massage – Excellent to reduce stress and
releasing neck / upper back tension.



Cupping – To further break up qi and
blood stagnation in the upper back.

Lifestyle Recommendations









Meditation – to calm the shen, sink the breath, guide
the qi downward to the lower dan tien.
The Mayo Clinic suggests - decreasing stress,
avoiding bright lights, sleep disturbance, intense
exercise, BCP, tyramine (aged cheeses / pickles),
salty food, nitrates, wine, coffee, aspartame, MSG.
Discuss that the copper IUD maybe contributing to
the menstrual issues / blood stagnation.
Eating regular meals
Adding more protein in her diet via animal products
or a daily protein drink.
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Biomedical Diagnosis


I agree with the diagnosis of chronic
migraine headaches, cluster headaches.

Further Testing




Estrogen levels to see if implicated in
headaches.
Thyroid hormones.
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Standards of Care

Standard of Care
Analgesics - First choice for migraines of mild or
moderate severity. Aspirin , paracetamol,
ibuprofen, naproxen, diclofenac , phenazone,
and tolfenamic acid have all demonstrated
efficacy in placebo- controlled trials. (Gooriah
2015) to be the gold standard symptomatic
treatment.
 “Triptans” - Considered when patients have
inadequate response to simple analgesics. Seven
triptans, all of which have strong evidence of
efficacy: sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, naratriptan,
rizatriptan, almotriptan, eletriptan, and
frovatriptan.
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Standard of Care




“Triptans” act via three potential mechanisms:
cranial vasoconstriction, peripheral neuronal
inhibition , and inhibition of transmission through
second- order neurons of the trigeminocervical
complex (Gooriah 2015)
Ergot Derivatives : Placebo-controlled trials
addressing efficacy are scarce. Clinical experience
with use is not lacking and available for many years.
Data from comparative trials have shown ergot
derivatives to be inferior to triptans (Gooriah 2015)
amitriptyline, beta-blockers, Valproic acid, calciumchannel antagonists or Other antiepileptic drugs.
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